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Based on the Langevin equation it has been proposed to obtain power curves for wind turbines from
high frequency data of wind speed measurements u(t) and power output P (t). The two parts of the
Langevin approach, power curve and drift field, give a comprehensive description of the conversion
dynamic over the whole operating range of the wind turbine. The method deals with high frequent
data instead of 10min means. It is therefore possible to gain a reliable power curve already from a
small amount of data per wind speed. Furthermore, the method is able to visualize multiple fixed
points, which is e.g. characteristic for the transition from partial to full load or in case the conversion
process deviates from the standard procedures.
In order to gain a deeper knowledge it is essential that the method works not only for measured
data but also for numerical wind turbine models and synthetic wind fields. Here, we characterize the
dynamics of a detailed numerical wind turbine model and calculate the Langevin power curve for
different data samplings. We show, how to get reliable results from synthetic data and verify the
applicability of the method for field measurements with ultra-sonic, cup and Lidar measurements.
The independence of the fixed points on site specific turbulence effects is also confirmed with the
numerical model. Furthermore, we demonstrate the potential of the Langevin approach to detect
failures in the conversion process and thus show the potential of the Langevin approach for a condition
monitoring system.
I. INTRODUCTION
Power curves describe the relation between the inflow-
ing wind field u and the electrical power output P of
a wind energy converter (WEC). Although the current
industry standard International Electrotechnical Com-
mission (IEC) 61400-12-1 [1] defines a unified procedure,
the so-called IEC power curve, it is still a challenging
problem to predict the average power output of a WEC.
One important difficulty is caused by the non linear re-
lation between u and P . P (〈u〉) 6= 〈P (u)〉 holds for any
kind of non linear response dynamics, particularly for non
linear functions between power P and wind speed u, like
P (u) ∝ u3 (see also reference [2]). Here 〈...〉 denotes the
average. The inequality is responsible for the transforma-
tion of symmetric wind speed fluctuations to asymmetric
power fluctuations. A linear averaging procedure like the
IEC power curve PIEC will lead to problems if the mag-
nitude of fluctuations is not stationary, as it is often the
case for turbulent wind conditions. In previous work [2–4],
it is shown that systematic deviations from the real power
curve occur by following the IEC recommendations. For a
simple relaxation model, the dependency of PIEC on the
turbulence intensity of the inflow is shown. The devia-
tions due to the above mentioned inequality become more
pronounced for higher turbulence, especially near rated
wind speed. The latter effect is well known in the wind
energy industry [5]. Thus, the measured IEC power curve
is related to the turbulence distribution at the test site,
and the power curve measurements of identical turbines
at different locations will lead to different results. In order
to decrease the uncertainty related to site-specific effects,
a conversion of IEC power curves from one test site to
another is necessary; see also reference [6, 7].
A few years ago, the alternative Langevin approach
has been proposed to obtain power curves for WECs di-
rectly from high frequent data of power output and wind
speed measurements [2, 8]. This new model is based on
the intrinsic short-time dynamical response of a WEC
to the high frequency wind fluctuations and describes
the actual dynamics of the power output on small time
scales. The dynamical behaviour of the WEC is quantified
by a drift field and the corresponding Langevin power
curve (LPC), which consists of the fixed points of the
dynamical system. The strength of the new approach is
based on the fact that the characterization relates the
wind speed and power output in a direct way, regardless
of the intermediate steps of the extraction process. The
complex statistical characteristics of the wind like tur-
bulence, non-stationarity and its higher-order statistical
features like intermittency are also included in the model.
A special feature of the concept is that the LPC could
also display multiple fixed points in case, for a given wind
speed, the WEC control system aims for different power
levels, depending on the specific situation [9]. With this
method, it should also be possible to describe the power
performance of a WEC independent of the turbulence
characteristics of the inflowing wind field. The last two
points demonstrate clearly that the obtained power char-
acteristic applying the dynamical method is of another
type than the standard IEC power curve. The IEC power
curve specifies mean values and can (amongst others) be
used to describe the annual energy production, which is
calculated by combining the corresponding IEC power
curve with the Weibull distribution of wind speeds [10].
In contrast, the LPC is based on fixed points of the ac-
tual power dynamics [11]. The LPC can give additional
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2information about the operating condition of the wind
turbine, and it is even possible to use it to model the high
frequency power delivery of a turbine [12]. However, the
IEC power curve is a well accepted method to determine,
e.g. the annual power production.
Since the introduction of the LPC, the method was used
in several publications to analyse recorded operational
data of several WECs. Anahua et al. [8] were able to
estimate LPCs from measured wind speed data and power
output at two different sites. The wind speed measure-
ments were taken with a cup anemometer in flat terrain
and with an ultrasonic anemometer in complex terrain.
As a main result, they showed that independently of the
measurement device and terrain type, the characteristic
of the wind turbine power performance was properly re-
constructed. Next to cup and ultra sonic anemometers,
also light detection and ranging (LIDAR) measurements
were investigated. Within the research project ”Research
at Alpha Ventus (RAVE)” Wächter et al. have shown a
successful application in power performance characteriza-
tion of a 5MW offshore WEC from power measurements
related to LIDAR wind measurements of the Leosphere
WindCube [13]. The derived power curves were in very
good correspondence with those derived from the cup and
ultrasonic anemometer wind measurements used in the
same campaign. In the following, Gottschall et al. [2]
showed how to improve the method of estimating LPCs.
The results prove that the dynamical approach grasps
the actual conversion dynamics of a wind turbine and
enables to gain most accurate results for the power curve
independent of site-specific influences. A further promis-
ing application of the LPC was proposed by Milan et
al. [4, 14], displaying with a simple numerical model that
the method in general is able to monitor the conversion
process of a WEC.
In the aforementioned publications, it has been shown
how promising the new method is for the application in
wind energy. Nevertheless, the previous findings are based
solely on selected measurements where different recording
devices, like LIDAR or a a cup-anemometer on a metmast
have been used. Until now, it is not fully clarified which
effect these wind measurements will have on the LPC. In
order to clarify these effects on the LPC method, we use
synthetic wind speed and power output data, obtained
from a numerical WEC model. In particular, we estimate
LPCs from modelled data and show what kind of data is
necessary for a successful calculation of the fixed points of
the dynamical system. We will show that the construction
of the LPC in principle depends on the sampling rate
and the number of signals that fill in the power bins,
which in its turn depends on the turbulence intensity and,
therefore, the site. Additionally, we revise the conclusions
drawn from measured data. We prove the influence of
different measurement devices, turbulence characteristics
and occurring failures during operation on the estimated
LPC. In order to simulate the power output during normal
operation, we use a detailed numerical wind turbine model
with a turbulent inflowing wind field. As a numerical
WEC model, the simulation code FAST [15] is used, which
is also frequently used in the wind industry and provides
realistic power output data taking into account detailed
properties for specific WECs.
The paper is organized as follows. We start with a
description of the numerical data used and a short sum-
mary about the theoretical background of the LPC. In
section IV, we specify in detail how to estimate a reli-
able LPC for a numerical WEC model. The procedure
is presented step by step while we show the influence of
different sampling rates on the LPC. Significant LPCs are
estimated later on for three different data samplings of
the synthetic inflow, which can be related to field measure-
ments with an ultrasonic anemometer, cup anemometer
or LIDAR. Additionally, the power output is modelled for
two different turbulence intensities of the inflowing wind
field. We can show that the estimated LPC is independent
of the measurement device as well as from the site-specific
turbulence intensity. Finally, the ability of the method
to detect failures is quantified for two simulated failure
scenarios. It becomes obvious that abnormal operating
conditions of the WEC can be detected easily as they
alter the drift field and the fixed points of the LPC.
II. NUMERICAL DATA
The simulations of the electrical power output are per-
formed with the program FAST1 designed by National
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) [15] in connection
with the WindPact 1.5MW (WP1.5) wind turbine model.
FAST simulates the loads of a wind turbine with a com-
bined modal and multibody dynamics formulation. The
model relates rigid bodies (e.g. nacelle, gears, hub) and
flexible bodies (tower, blades and drive shaft) through
degrees of freedom. The flexible elements are modelled
by using a linear modal representation [17]. The virtual
WP1.5 wind turbine is a variable-speed pitch-regulated
wind turbine and has a rotor diameter of 70m [18]. The
turbine’s hub height is 84m, and rated wind speed is
obtained at 11.2m/s. For turbulent wind field simula-
tions, FAST requires a synthetic inflow that covers at
least the whole rotor area of the wind turbine. There-
fore, the synthetic wind fields are simulated over a grid
of 100×100m2 with nine equally distributed points in
vertical and horizontal direction around the hub height
of 84m. This results in 81 grid points with a distance
of 12.5m, respectively. We use TurbSim [19] to gener-
ate such a two-dimensional grid applying the turbulence
model of Kaimal [20]. In this way, a three-component
1 Please note that FAST produces a time shift in the data during
simulation. The time index of the inflowing wind field and the
power output are shifted against each other with the time step
(0.5*grid width [m]) /(mean hub height wind speed [m/s]). With-
out the correction of the time index the estimates of the Langevin
power are inaccurate.
3wind is generated at each grid point that march past the
turbine at a given mean wind speed. For the purpose
of keeping our analysis quite generic, the synthetic wind
fields are generated without a wind shear. Measured
10min wind profiles are subject to strong fluctuations and
depend highly on the atmospheric and site conditions.
Therefore, the influence of the wind shear on the LPC is
part of a another research project and is neglected in our
simulations. Additionally, we do not include time delays
in our simulations as they are unavoidable during a field
measurement with an installed metmast in front of the
turbine.
Two cases with different turbulence intensities, I, are
investigated in our study. We use I=0.05 representing
offshore sites and I=0.15 for moderate terrain. In both
cases, named data5 and data15, the turbulent wind fields
are generated with mean wind speeds at hub height be-
tween 5 and 15m/s. Beginning at 5m/s the mean wind
speed increases in 0.5m/s steps for each generation. In
this way, the whole range from partial to full load op-
eration of the wind turbine is covered. For all those 21
different mean wind speeds, a certain number of 10min
wind fields is needed each with a different initialization
(seed) of the TurbSim random number generator to ensure
a broad range of statistical variation. Thus, we generate
30 time series per wind speed for a turbulence intensity
of 5% and 60 time series for a turbulence intensity of
15%. The time duration of each analysed load calculation
should be 10min, as it is common in the wind industry.
In order to remove transient effects in the simulations,
all generated wind time series last 700 s. Only the last
10min of the calculated data are taken into account for
the power curve estimation. A summary of the numerical
data used for the analysis is given in Table I.
III. THE LANGEVIN APPROACH
The Langevin approach models the short-time dynamics
of the wind power conversion as a relaxation process,
driven by the turbulent wind. The general assumption
for the method is that we can decompose the fluctuating
wind turbine power output into two functions: (i) the
relaxation, which describes the deterministic dynamic
response of the wind turbine to its desired operation
state, and (ii) the stochastic force (noise), which is an
intrinsic feature of the system of wind power conversion.
In this way, the time evolution of the power output P can
be described with the Langevin equation as
d
dt
P (t) = D(1)(P ;u) +
√
D(2)(P ;u) · Γ(t) . (1)
The terms D(1)(P ;u) and D(2)(P ;u) are called the drift
and diffusion coefficients, and they describe the determin-
istic relaxation and stochastic (noise) temporal evolution,
respectively. With (. . . ;u), we denote the conditioning
of the process on fixed wind speed values u. The char-
acteristics of the wind turbine’s power performance are
given by the fixed points (steady states) from the deter-
ministic dynamic relaxation, obtained from the condition
D(1)(P ;u) = 0. The term
√
D(2)(P ;u) describes the
amplitude of the dynamical noise, and Γ(t) is taken as
independent δ-correlated Gaussian white noise with zero
mean. As initially proposed by Siegert et al. [21], the drift
and diffusion coefficients can be obtained pointwisely in
the u, P phase space according to
D
(n)
i (P ;u) =
1
n! limτ→0
1
τ
M
(n)
ij (P, τ ;u) (2)
with the first (n=1) and second (n=2) conditional moment
M
(n)
ij , respectively, given by
M
(n)
ij (P, τ ;u) = 〈[P (t+τ)−P (t)]n | P (t) = Pj , U(t) = ui〉 .
(3)
In order to estimate the coefficients D(n)i (P ), the val-
ues of the conditional moments are fitted for each wind
speed and power bin by a linear regression over a specific
range of values τ ∈ [τ1, τN ]. More precisely, the path in-
tegral of the corresponding Fokker-Planck equation gives
the τ -evolution of M (n)ij and allows the reconstruction of
the D(n)i (P ) coefficients, for which linear dependency is
expected for small τ . It has been shown that a linear
approximation of the conditional moments M (1) is ex-
act for sufficient high sampling rates [22, 23], and the
larger the value of τ , the larger becomes the deviation
between estimate and intrinsic function for D(1). The
uncertainty of the conditional moments σ[M (1)] depends
on the amount of statistical events N contributing to each
estimation and is given by
σ[M (n)(P, τ ;u)] =
√
〈| P (t+ τ)− P (t)− 〈P (t)〉 |(n)〉√
N
.
(4)
The corresponding errors for the drift functions are calcu-
lated according to Kleinhans and Friedrich [24] with
σ[D(1)(P ;u)] =
√
1
τ
D(2)(P ;u)
N
− [D
(1)(P ;u)]2
N
(5)
and for D(2) in a similar way. All errors are defined for a
finite time increment τ >0 and a finite number of data
points N in the bin.
This approach to analyse the data in the framework
of reconstructed Langevin equation may be seen in the
context of many other methods for separating determin-
istic and noise part; see reference [25]. The advantage
of the Langevin approach is that the method is directly
derived from rigorous mathematical features for general
nonlinear stochastic processes [26] and its comparable
fast convergences [27]. The different presentations like Ito
and Stratonovich are related by transformations; see refer-
ence [28]. In this work, the Ito picture is used. Corrections
to the linear approximation of M (n)ij can be given explic-
itly [23, 28] as well as dealing with non ideal noise [29].
4TABLE I. Summary of the numerical data used for the analysis. The synthetic wind fields are obtained for wind speeds from 5
to 15m/s in 0.5m/s steps and have a frequency of 10Hz.
Name I Mean wind speeds Seeds per wind speed Database
data5 0.05 5-15m/s in 0.5m/s steps 30 105 h
data15 0.15 5-15m/s in 0.5m/s steps 60 210 h
Siefert et al. [30] have shown that the deterministic part
D(1) can be estimated correctly even for highly correlated
noise, which is important for our work here, as we are
interested in the D(1), i.e. the response-reaction of the
WEC to changes of the wind speed. The stable fixed
points of the power conversion process (D(1)(P ;u) = 0
with negative slope) are then considered to be the LPC.
More detailed information on the stochastic method can
be found in the study of Friedrich et al. [26]. Results on
LPCs are given in previous work [2, 8, 11, 23, 31].
IV. LANGEVIN POWER CURVES FROM
NUMERICAL DATA
This section deals with the question how to get a reli-
able LPC from the numerical WP1.5 wind turbine model.
Firstly, we will address the impact of the sampling rate
on the LPC. The calculation of reliable conditional mo-
ments M (1)ij and therewith the drift coefficients D(1) is of
crucial significance for the estimation of the fixed points.
Thus, we will show in detail the influence of the sampling
rate on these both quantities. In order to present also
the procedure of how to estimate the fixed points, the
results are presented in a step-by-step process. Secondly,
we will investigate the LPC for the special case of spa-
tially averaged data, which are gained by, e.g. LIDAR
measurements.
The power output is calculated from the previously
mentioned turbulent inflowing wind fields acting on the
whole rotor plane of the wind turbine. According to the
IEC standard [1], the power curve is based solely on the u
component of the wind field at hub height representing a
conventional one-point measurement. Ultrasonic and cup
anemometer are characterized by different time resolutions
of the local wind fluctuations. In contrast to this, LIDAR
measurements usually average the inflowing wind field
over a horizontal layer in front of the turbine, which will
be the topic in section IVB. In several publications, it
has been shown that the LPC can be estimated with
these different measuring methods [8, 11, 13, 14], but it
is still an open question if there are deviations due to the
different methods. With our synthetic model approach,
it is now possible to perform a quantitative comparison
between these methods.
According to equation Eq. 3, the Langevin method
is local in phase space (i.e. in the u − P space), and
thus, a binning has to be defined. In analogy to the
IEC standard procedure [1], the wind speed data sets
are here divided into bins ui of 0.5m/s. Additionally,
a sufficient amount of power bins Pj have to be chosen.
Based on our experience, the amount of power bins should
be at least 20 for each wind speed bin to cover the power
data within this wind speed bin and to resolve the fixed
points correctly. In the following, the resolution of the
power bins is set to 40 kW in the case of 5% turbulence
intensity, which corresponds to approximately 40 equally
distributed power bins for one wind speed. In the case
of higher turbulence intensity, a lower resolution of ≈ 20
power bins, corresponding to 60 kW, is set as the data
are more spread because of the higher fluctuations in
wind inflow and power output. Please note that no data
averaging is applied for the described binning. Here, the
binning can be understood as some kind of grid to sort
the instantaneous high frequent wind speed and power
data.
A. Impact of the sampling rate
One central difference between ultrasonic and cup
anemometer recordings is the temporal resolution. For
this reason, the impact of the sampling rate on the quality
of the estimated LPC is of great relevance as this topic
is related to the influence of the measurement device.
For the representation of an ultrasonic measurement, we
choose the 10Hz data from data set data5 with a tur-
bulence intensity of I=0.05. The comparable data rep-
resenting a cup anemometer are obtained by averaging
the 10Hz data over 10 values. In this way, we obtain a
time-averaged data set with a sampling frequency of 1Hz.
These data are taken from the wind fields at the location
of the hub height, as it is the case for a metmast measure-
ment. Figure 1 shows the evolution of M (1) according
to equation Eq. 3 with increasing τ for the two different
sampling rates: 10Hz and 1Hz. In principle, we have
to quantify the quality of the sampling rate for all bins.
We show the results for two representative power bins
(540±20 kW and 580±20 kW) within the wind speed bin of
8±0.25m/s. On the left side, the results for the ultrasonic
related 10Hz data are illustrated. The bottom chart (c)
shows the M (1) values for the power bin with the mean
of 540 kW; above chart (a) shows the results for the next
higher power bin of 580 kW. Considering the first three
seconds of M (1), a clear change in the sign of the slope
of M (1) is seen by switching from one power bin to the
other. Note that the drift term D(1) is given by the slope
of M (1)(τ), cf. equation Eq. 2. In the lower and upper
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
FIG. 1. Evolution of the conditional moments M (1) with increasing τ within two stacked power bins for different sampling
rates of data5: (a), (c) 10Hz (original data); (b), (d) 1Hz (received from time averaging over 10 values).
power bin, the slope of a linear fit to M (1) within the first
three seconds would be positive and negative, respectively.
Thus, this behaviour corresponds to a zero crossing of the
drift function D(1) with a negative slope with respect to
the power output, which describes a stable fixed point for
equation Eq. 1. In Figure 1(b)+(d), the M (1) values for
the same power bins are shown for the cup-related 1Hz
data. It is clearly seen that the M (1) values for 1Hz data
show the same evolution as the corresponding results for
the 10Hz data in (a) and (c).
In order to gain more detailed information about the
slope of M (1), we take a closer look at the first seconds
of the M (1) data, where the change in the algebraic sign
takes place. In Figure 2(a) and (c) the first three seconds
of the M (1) values from the diagrams of Figure 1 are
displayed together. The grey dots are the values for the
10Hz, and the black ones those for the 1Hz data. In this
presentation, the clear linear range of the τ values can
be identified as τ10′ ∈ [0.3, 1.5] for the 10Hz data and
τ1 ∈ [1, 2] for the 1Hz data. Figure 2(b) and (d) shows a
similar presentation for another wind speed bin, namely
u=10±0.25m/s. For this wind speed, which is close to the
rated wind speed, the response dynamic is characterized
due to very fast switches between the two different control
strategies within partial load and full load operation of
the wind turbine. This obvious fact is mirrored by the
very short linear range for the M (1). In order to represent
as well the dynamics of this complex behaviour, the τ
range has to be shortened to τ10 ∈ [0.3, 0.8]. In all four
graphics, the black line depicts the linear fit of the M (1)
values in this range for the 10Hz data. As the linear range
of M (1) is longer for the 8m/s bin than for 10m/s bin,
the calculation of the M (1) slope for u=8±0.25m/s is not
affected because of the shorter τ10 range. The first two
black dots of the 1Hz data are lying as well on the linear
fit of the 10Hz data in Figure 2(a), (c) and (d). Thus,
we obtain their similar results for the slope of M (1) with
τ1 ∈ [1, 2]. The time-averaging procedure does not change
the qualitative characteristics of the conditional moments.
A significant influence is only given in the certainty of the
conditional moments as the smaller data base (N) leads
to bigger error bars [see equation Eq. 4]. In the region of
transition to full load, it is difficult to catch the complex
dynamics with both 10Hz and 1Hz data [Figure 2(b)].
Especially for the 1Hz data, the uncertainty increases in
this region, and longer simulation periods are needed.
The estimated drift coefficients D(1)i (P ;u) are shown
in Figure 3(a) and (b) for the wind speed bins 8 and
10m/s as a function of different P -values. Each point
displays the drift coefficient estimated from the slope of
the linear fit of the conditional moments M (1)ij . For the
fit of all estimated drift coefficients as a function of the
power output, a cubic spline is used. This procedure
is in correspondence with the findings of Gottschall et
al. [23]. They showed that symmetries in D(1) are of
extreme importance for the robustness of fixed points
especially in the presence of measurement noise and for
finitely resolved processes. Since the fixed point analysis
is a local linear method, it is affected if and only if the
disturbance brings the dynamics out of the linear vicinity
of the fixed point. Thus, it is advisable to interpolate
the D(1) with piecewise polynomials to identify the zero
crossing in the nearly linear range. Obviously, the cal-
culated zero crossings PL with a negative slope of D(1)
are nearly identical for the 1Hz and the 10Hz cases [see
Figure 3(a) and (b)]. The estimated power values are
560.0±5.1 kW (10Hz) and 555.8±6.0 kW (1Hz) within
the wind speed bin of u=8±0.25m/s and 1094.3±13.1 kW
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
FIG. 2. Evolution of the conditional moments of data5 within small τ values for (a), (c) u=8±0.25m/s (superposed zoom of
Figure 1) and (b), (d) 10±0.25m/s. The black line depicts the linear fit of the 10Hz data in the range of τ10 ∈ [0.3s, 0.8s],
respectively.
(10Hz) and 1100.6±14.6 kW (1Hz) within the wind speed
bin of u=10±0.25m/s. It is also seen that the drift func-
tion D(1)i has a clear linear range. This behaviour is
expected as the deterministic part of the Langevin equa-
tion can be written as
D(1)(P ;u) = −α[P (t)− PL(u)] , (6)
where PL denotes the fixed point of the power output
P (t). This term describes the simplest relaxation case
of the instantaneous P (t) with an exponential decay or
grow on sudden changes. The noise-free solution for
equation Eq. 1 with such a D(1) is then [P (t)− PL(u)] ∝
eα·t. In the simplest case, the relaxation factor α is a
constant and may also be a function of wind speed and
power output [32, 33].
A rather intuitive presentation of the calculated fixed
points is given with the potential
Φ(P ;u) = −
∫ P
D(1)(P ′;u)dP ′ . (7)
In this presentation, a stable fixed point can be iden-
tified as a minimum value of the potential Φ(P;u). In
Figure 3(c) and (d), the potentials of the drift functions
are shown. The different absolute values of the potentials
in Figure 3(d) contain no significant information. Because
of the potential’s definition [equation Eq. 7], the valley is
shifted in y-direction if more estimated drift coefficients
are available for low power bins. The vertical lines depict
the stable fixed points (zero crossing of the drift function):
black dotted for the 10Hz data and grey dash dotted for
the 1Hz data. The location of a fixed point calculated
from D(1)i is always a little bit shifted to the right (i.e.
to higher P values) from the visual minimum of the po-
tential. This is due to the definition of the potential and
the fact that the zero crossing of the drift function is
mostly between two calculated coefficients. With a higher
resolution of power bins, the right shift in the potential
vanishes. In real life, a higher resolution of power bins is
not desirable as this is directly connected with the need of
a higher amount of data. Thus, we emphasize to use the
drift function for the calculation of the fixed points and
the minimum of the potential only for visualization. This
advise is supported by the findings presented in previous
work [23].
In order to finish our investigation about the different
anemometer types, we calculate the LPC for the two
different sampling rates. In Figure 4 the drift field (a),
(c) and LPC (b), (d) of data5 are displayed for the two
sampling rates, respectively. In (a) and (c), the black
dots are displaying the fixed points PL within one wind
speed bin, where D(1)=0 and the slope of the drift coeffi-
cients is negative. As the analysis is based on a numerical
model, we are able to determine the power values PS from
simulations with a constant uniform (homogeneous and
laminar) inflow. After a short time this noise free system
relaxes to a steady-state PS according to equation Eq. 6.
These steady-states PS are depicted by the solid grey
line. A visualisation of equation Eq. 1 can be achieved
by plotting the values of matrix D(1) using arrows. The
size of the arrows is scaled by the values of D(1), and the
colors indicate the direction of the dynamics. A black
arrow represents a positive value of D(1), indicating that,
in this region, the power output tends to increase. A grey
arrow illustrates the opposite case. The power output is
driven by the controller of the WEC to a lower power
level, and D(1) is negative.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
FIG. 3. Drift function D(1)i (P ;u) for (a) u=8±0.25m/s and (b) u=10±0.25m/s. The corresponding potentials Φ(P ;u) are
given in (c) and (d). In all figures, the 10Hz data are given in black, and the 1Hz data in grey. The dots display the estimated
results per power bin. The vertical lines depict, in all four figures, the zero crossing of the drift function, which is the estimated
fixed point. The black dotted line gives the fixed point for the 10Hz data, and the grey dash dotted line for the 1Hz data.
For both data sets, we could successfully calculate the
corresponding LPC PL(u). The mean error of the esti-
mated fixed points is below 1% (0.7% for the 10Hz data
and 0.9% for the 1Hz data). Thus, the difference between
both results is negligible. The drift field of the 1Hz data
is slightly more compact in comparison with the one of
the 10Hz data. This is caused by the averaging of the
data, as the fluctuations are damped and the dynamics is
truncated to a smaller range. Nevertheless, the character-
istic dynamics of the system coincides for both sampling
rates. Furthermore, the mean root square deviation of the
estimated fixed points for the 10Hz in comparison with
the time averaged 1Hz data is only 0.6%. As expected,
most of the estimated fixed points correspond with the
steady states of the wind turbine [see Figures 4(b) and
(d)]. Driven by the turbulence-induced stochastic noise,
the system should relax to the noise-free solution. This
is the case for the operation at partial and full power.
In the transition range, the power conversion system is
disturbed. In this range, the fixed points may deviate
from the steady states.
An IEC power curve based on the data is estimated as
well, following the proposed procedure [1] with a wind
speed bin width of 0.5m/s. In order to compare both
methods over the whole range of wind speeds, the LPC is
presented as a black curve in Figure 4(b) and (d) and is
displayed together with the IEC curve (dashed curve). In
the transition range to full load, the difference between
the IEC and the LPCs become obvious. The LPC de-
scribes the dynamical response of the wind turbine and is
able to display the initiation of different control strategies
as well. Thus, the fixed point for 11±0.25m/s is already
in the range of full load, as the turbine is working here
mostly under full load condition due to the turbulent
inflow. The IEC curve underestimates the power perfor-
mance in this region because of systematic errors caused
by the temporal averaging [2, 4].
Summing up, it seems to make no significant difference
which anemometer type, or more precisely, which tem-
poral resolution is used to obtain a reliable LPC. Most
of the power bins show a similar characteristics, and the
linear fit of M (1) has the same slope. Furthermore, on
average, the estimated fixed points are identical within a
range of 0.6%. The Langevin approach takes the short-
time dynamics into account and can display the relation
of wind and power in a direct way. The method is not
restricted by the limitations of a linear averaging method
as the IEC power curve. Nevertheless, if details of the
control system are of interest, a 1Hz sampling rate is
not advisable. The crucial dynamics happen within some
seconds, and a slope estimation based on two points is in
general not reliable (just the algebraic sign of the slope
can be certainly obtained).
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FIG. 4. Drift field (left) and LPC (right) for the data sets of data5 with (a), (b) 10Hz and (c), (d) 1Hz sampling rates. The
slope estimation for each bin is carried out with τ10 ∈ [0.3, 0.8] and τ1 ∈ [1, 2], respectively.
B. Spatially averaged data
Nowadays, measurement devices based on remote sens-
ing technology are very popular. A big advantage of those
devices is the mobility and the possibility to measure
also the wind speeds at higher altitudes in comparison
with a fixed installed metmast. In the, e.g. Leosphere
Windcube LIDAR, an infrared laser beam is inclined by
approximately 30◦against the vertical direction and takes
beamwise Doppler measurements of the wind velocity.
The operation principle of the Leosphere Windcube is,
for instance, described in reference [13, 34]. In contrast
to measurements with cup and ultrasonic anemometers,
the wind velocity is not measured at one location but
averaged over a horizontal range. Additionally, the three-
dimensional wind vector is only derived from the most
recent measurements during a certain time period, de-
pending on the time of circulation of the laser beam. The
Leosphere WindCube LIDAR performs a distributed mea-
surement over a large spatial area and does not reach
the temporal resolution of the current cup and ultra-
sonic anemometers. Because of its measurement principle,
the Windcube LIDAR achieves only a sampling rate of
0.67Hz.
In this section, we want to investigate if the Langevin
approach is in general working with spatially averaged
wind measurements as it is characteristic for LIDAR data.
It is not our aim to model the LIDAR measurement in
every detail but to give an impression of the extent to
which the spatial averaging of measured data influences
the Langevin approach. In order to represent a LIDAR
measurement over a large spatial area, we create a tempo-
ral and horizontal averaged data set from high frequent
synthetic data. The already investigated synthetic data of
data5 with a sampling rate of 10Hz are used as data basis
for the averaging procedure. As is customary, we take the
averaged wind speed at hub height (84m) as underlying
wind speed for the power curve calculation. The wind
field grid consists of nine points at 84m hub height. The
following simple averaging procedure is applied, which
gives a rough approximation to how a LIDAR works: at
first, the nine time series of the grid points at hub height
are averaged over every second to 1Hz data. Then, the
horizontal mean value is calculated for every second from
the nine timely averaged values at hub height. This pro-
cedure leads to a LIDAR-like data set with a spatially
averaged inflow. In order to match the sampling rate,
the calculated power output is also averaged over every
second from 10Hz to 1Hz data.
The sampling frequency of the 1Hz LIDAR-like data
differs slightly from the 0.67Hz sampling rate of the Wind-
cube LIDAR. Nevertheless, we take the sampling rate of
1Hz for the further analysis. The data set data5 with
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FIG. 5. Drift functions D(1)(P ;u) for the the modelled LIDAR data set in comparison with the 1Hz data set at hub height.
The data5 were used within the wind speed bins (a) 8.0±0.25m/s, (b) 10.0±0.25m/s and (c) 11.0±0.25m/s.
a sampling frequency of 1Hz [see section IVA] has the
same power output as the LIDAR-like data and differs
only in the processing of the underlying wind speed. By
comparing both data sets, we are able to identify influ-
ences on the estimated LPC caused solely by the spatial
averaging procedure. The estimated drift functions for
the LIDAR-like data are displayed in Figure 5 for some
selected wind speeds. For comparison, the results of the
1Hz data of the corresponding wind speed measurements
at hub height are displayed too. The 10Hz data showed
similar results as the 1Hz data and were not included
in the figure for clarity. The comparisons show clear ev-
idence that the drift functions of the spatially averaged
LIDAR data set deviate significantly from the one-point
measurements. Nevertheless, the fit of the estimated drift
coefficients lead almost in every case to slightly lower
fixed points.
Obviously, the very fast dynamics of the control sys-
tem cannot be reflected within the wind speed bin of
11±0.25m/s for the spatially averaged data. The ten-
dency of the control system to switch into a higher state
is not displayed, and the fixed point (zero crossing of
the drift function) is located around 50 kW lower. Let us
now take a closer look on the complete LPC. The drift
field and calculated fixed points for the LIDAR-related
data are shown in Figure 6. The drift field is once again
presented on the left-hand side (a), and the LPC on the
right-hand side (b). The graphs are prepared according to
the description of section IVA. The horizontal averaging
procedure has a strong damping effect on the fluctuations
as expected. This fact is mirrored in a more compact drift
field in comparison to the original data. Nevertheless, the
drift field and the fixed points coincide very well with
the results in Figure 4(a) and (b). With the exception of
the fixed point for the wind speed bin of 11m/s, all fixed
points are almost similar. They coincide with the 1Hz
data within a mean deviation of 1.1%. All fixed points of
the wind turbine can be obtained with a high certainty
as the mean error is 0.6%.
In conclusion, we can state that the Langevin approach
can be performed on the basis of LIDAR measurements
and that the steady states of the wind turbine can be
calculated with a high certainty. But using a spatially
averaged wind speed as input for the Langevin approach
results in a reduced area of the drift field in the phase
space. The dynamics on short time scales, like control
strategies of the turbine, cannot be grasped due to the
spatial averaging. This restriction becomes more pro-
nounced if the sampling rate of the LIDAR-like data is
additionally less than 1Hz. Possibilities to overcome this
drawback are either in operating the LIDAR in an other
mode or to combine results from the LIDAR measure-
ments with according results from a hub anemometer.
Based on the hub anemometer, a quite accurate relative
LPC can be estimated, but errors are given due to the
systematic errors in the absolute values of the wind speed.
These errors caused by the blockage of the rotor are not
present in the LIDAR data.
V. VERIFICATION OF THE APPLICABILITY
OF THE LANGEVIN POWER CURVE
In the last section, we have investigated how reliable
the LPC can be determined from differently measured
wind data. Up to now, the same amount of data has
been used. Next, we will discuss the important issue of
how many data sets are needed in order to get reliable
results. Based on these insights, we proceed to study the
influence of the site-specific turbulence intensity on the
LPC. It has been claimed several times that the LPC
should be site independent. Thus, we investigate the
impact of the changing turbulence degree on the LPC by
using the numerical model of the WP1.5 wind turbine.
The last aspect of this section is devoted to the ability
of the method to monitor the condition of the power
conversion process.
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FIG. 6. (a) Drift field and (b) Langevin power curve PL for the modelled LIDAR-related data in comparison with the common
IEC power curve PIEC (dashed line). In both graphs the solid grey line depicts the steady states Ps of the WP1.5 wind turbine.
The fixed points of the conversion process are displayed in black as (a) points and (b) solid line. Data basis for the analysis is
the data5 data set after horizontal averaging. The slope estimation for each bin is carried out with τ1 ∈ [1, 2].
A. Local criteria for reliable slope estimates
The calculated LPCs in the former section are based
on a data set of 105 h. We have seen that we get reliable
results for the fixed points. Next, we want to quantify the
amount of data, which is at least necessary to get reliable
estimates. In the case of field measurements, this issue is
related to the length of a measurement campaign.
A reliable fixed point can be estimated only if the zero
crossing of the D(1) function within the considered wind
speed bin remains nearly at the same point for a changing
amount of data. Thus, for getting a reliable fixed point,
converging results for the corresponding D(1) are required.
We display the influence of the amount of data on the
accuracy of the estimated drift coefficients by means of one
significant coefficient. Figure 7 shows the evolution of the
drift coefficient within the wind speed bin u=10±0.25m/s
for the corresponding power bin P=1100±20 kW. The
wind speed is close to rated wind speed, and the chosen
bin is characterized by a high variability in the response
dynamics [see Figure 2]. In Figure 7(a), the results for the
10Hz data of data5 are shown for an increasing amount of
data N . As expected, the error bars decrease as more data
points are included in the analysis [see equation Eq. 5].
Already after approximately 6 min of data (3600 data
points), the estimates converge and deliver similar results.
However, in comparison with similar estimates for the
1Hz data [shown in Figure 7(b)], the variations of results
and error bars are negligible. The 1Hz data clearly show a
higher variability in the estimates during the first minutes.
After 10min of data (600 data points), the estimates are
stabilizing and vary within the error bars around the
results of the 10Hz data. Thus, it becomes clear that
for our numerical wind turbine model, the results of the
10Hz data lead to a much higher accuracy. This is an
important aspect for practical purposes. Especially for
the goal of monitoring the performance of a wind turbine
by the Langevin approach, the use of 10Hz data will allow
to obtain much faster reliable results. This issue will be
important for our last point of this section on condition
monitoring.
Of course, the drift coefficient within one bin can al-
ready be calculated from a few single data points, and
a first overview of the fixed points can be gained from a
relative small amount of data. Needless to say, for the
characterization of a wind turbine’s power performance,
it is advisable to have more stable results. In our wind
turbine model, a stable result for the drift coefficient is
already computable from one single 10min time series
with a sampling frequency of at least 1Hz. Thus, the local
criteria for a reliable slope estimation within one bin can
be defined as 10min of data or at least 600 data points.
On contrary to the IEC regulation, the amount of data
cannot be defined solely in terms of the mean wind speed.
This is due to the fact that the more turbulent the data
become, the longer the underlying time series have to be
as more power bins are affected per wind speed. Each
investigated power bin per wind speed has to fulfil the
requirement of at least 600 data points to obtain a reliable
fixed point. That means, if four power bins are affected,
we need a minimum of 2400 data points. Depending on
the statistical distribution of the power output for the
considered wind speed, the overall needed amount of data
for all power bins can vary significantly. Therefore, the
local criteria have to be checked for each bin to evaluate
the reliability of the estimated drift coefficients.
B. Site-specific turbulence intensity
Former investigations with a very simple numerical
model suggest an independence of the Langevin approach
from the site-specific turbulence intensity [2, 3]. Here, we
reinvestigate this proposition with our detailed numerical
model of the WP1.5 wind turbine by means of two dif-
ferent turbulence intensities: 5% and 15%. As data basis
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FIG. 7. Evolution of the drift coefficient in dependence of the length (in measuring time) of the data basis. (a) estimates for
the 10Hz data of data5, (b) comparison with the estimates of the corresponding 1Hz data.
the 10Hz data of data5 and data15 are used [see Table I].
The LPC estimated from the data with a turbulence in-
tensity of 5% (I=0.05) is already presented in section IVA.
Additionally, we determine the LPC on the basis of data15
for a turbulence intensity of 15% (I=0.15). The fixed
points for the more turbulent data could also be calcu-
lated with a high certainty as the mean uncertainty is
only 1.2%. In order to investigate the influence of tur-
bulence on the LPC, we have to compare the results for
I=0.15 with those from I=0.05 presented in Figure 4(a)
and (b). Figure 8 shows the direct comparison of the
two LPCs for all calculated wind speed bins. The figure
indicates a good correspondence of the LPC estimated
from data with a sampling rate of 10Hz. Especially for
the wind speed bins below 8m/s and above 11m/s, the
fixed points match quite well. In the range of the wind
speed bins from 10 to 11m/s, pronounced differences are
found, as shown in Figure 8. Neglecting this range, the
calculated mean root square deviation between the fixed
points of both LPCs is 1.4% over the complete range of
wind speeds. Please keep in mind that due to the binning,
the wind speed may vary a little bit for the compared
fixed points. Because of the cubic relation of wind speed
and power output, a small deviation in the wind speed
leads to higher deviation in the power output. Thus, the
actual mean deviation can be assumed as smaller than
1.4%.
For completeness, the common IEC power curves for both
turbulence intensities are also shown in Figure 8. As it
is well known, the IEC power curve depends on the tur-
bulence intensity and underestimates the power output
around rated power [3]. The more turbulent the data
are, the more pronounced becomes the deviation between
the IEC power curves. Comparing the power curves from
the Langevin approach with the IEC power curves, we
see that for low wind speeds, both IEC power curves are
similar and in good correspondence with the LPCs. For
higher wind speeds, and especially in the range of transi-
tion to full load, the IEC curves deviate significantly from
the fixed points, and thus, from the steady states of the
wind turbine. The IEC curves become site and turbulence
dependent. The mean root square deviation between the
two IEC power curves is 3.5% over the complete range
of wind speeds. In contrast to this, the LPC only shows
an emerging bistability with increasing noise, which is
evident for stochastic processes with multistability. With
increasing noise level, the system will start fluctuating
between the different stable fixed point, and thus, in the
data analysis the multistability is resolved, as we see in
Figure 8.
In Figure 9(a), the complete drift field with the esti-
mated fixed points of data set data15 with I=0.15 is shown.
Because of the highly turbulent data, a broad variability of
the inflow and power output has developed. This charac-
teristic is reflected in a more extensive drift field compared
with the lower turbulence intensity case [cf. Figure 4(a)].
The bistability of the system at u=10.5±0.25m/s can
be identified because of the two fixed points within this
wind speed bin. The arrows illustrate the basins of the
two fixed points. The two black arrows between approxi-
mately 1300 kW and 1400 kW indicate the change in the
dynamic of the conversion process. With a smaller wind
speed bin size, the onset of the bistability becomes more
obvious. Figure 9(b) shows a detail of Figure 9(a) with a
higher resolution of the wind speed (bin size is 0.1m/s).
Obviously, the dynamics of the wind turbine develops
already at 10.1m/s two fixed points. One of the fixed
points coincides with the steady evolution of the fixed
point for lower wind speeds, and the other one with the
rated power of the turbine. Such multiple fixed points
emerge typically in the range of transition to full load if
the control system starts to change its control strategy to
rated power [4, 13, 14]. It is also interesting to see that
the steady states of the uniform flow calculations [grey
line in Figure 9(b)] do not show the bistability. Thus,
we see that this bistability is caused by the turbulent
(noisy) working conditions causing the control system to
switch between these fixed points. This might be called
noise-induced bistability.
Next, we take a closer look on the differences in the
response dynamics for the wind speeds in the range of 10
to 11m/s resulting from different turbulence intensities.
Figure 10 shows the drift functions and corresponding
potentials of the considered wind speed bins. As expected,
the increased turbulence intensity causes a wider span of
power fluctuation within the wind speed bin [see also Fig-
ure 4(c) in comparison with Figure 9(a)]. Overall, we find
that the drift functions for different wind speed bins [Fig-
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FIG. 8. LPCs for the 10Hz data sets of data5 and data15. The dots represent the fixed points of the LPCs PL, and
the corresponding IEC power curves PIEC are given as dashed line. The slope estimation for each bin is carried out with
τ10 ∈ [0.3, 0.8].
(a) (b)
FIG. 9. Drift field for the 10Hz data set of data15. (a) Complete drift field with a wind speed bin size of 0.5m/s and (b) detail
of the drift field with a wind speed bin size of 0.1m/s. The solid grey line depicts the steady states Ps of the WP1.5 wind
turbine and the black dots the fixed points of the conversion process with I=0.15. The slope estimation for each bin is carried
out with τ10 ∈ [0.3, 0.8].
ure 10(a)-(c)] are quite similar whereas the corresponding
potentials [Figure 10(d)-(f)] are shifted vertically, which is
caused by the integration over a larger range in the power
output P and has no physically meaning. In addition,
the fixed points (zero crossing of the drift function and
minimum for the potential) are marked by vertical lines.
We see how the fixed point shifts from about 1100 kW for
u=10m/s to 1400 kW as a function of the wind speed u.
Already for u=10m/s [see Figure 10(a) and (d)], we find
that the drift function D(1) for I=0.15 becomes almost
zero close to 1350 kW, without crossing the P -axis. In the
corresponding potential, we find a constant level, indicat-
ing a metastable situation. This metastability evolves for
high wind speed bins into a stable fixed point; i.e. the
drift function crosses the P -axis with a negative slope,
and the potential Φ shows a clear minimum. Summariz-
ing these findings in terms of the potentials, we could
unfold with our Langevin method the transition of the
system from one stable minimum in the potential, over a
double well potential with two minima, to the state where
finally solely the new fixed point and one minimum in the
potential are left. Most interesting, this ”phase transition”
seems to be continuously evolving and to be forecasted
by the deformation of the potential.
The comparison of the results for different turbulence in-
tensities shows in detail some significant differences. This
is in compliance with the previously mentioned statement
of noise-induced dynamics. As the system is reacting by
its control system on different wind situations, we find
in this transition region to rated power turbulence de-
pendent and, thus, site dependent dynamics of the power
conversion. Once the new stable fixed point is established
[see Figure 10(c) and (f)], the results become again site
independent. We can conclude that for the data set of
higher turbulence intensity, the bistability of the system
becomes more pronounced. Comparable results are also
found in case of the 1Hz and the LIDAR-like data, which
confirms that more information about the different con-
trol strategies are gained because of higher noise. With a
lower turbulence of 5%, the wind turbine remains longer
and more often in the lower power state, and the higher
second fixed point is not evolving.
The presented results of the detailed numerical wind
turbine model affirm that the LPC is independent of the
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FIG. 10. (a)–(c) Drift functions D(1)(P ;u) and (d)–(f) potentials Φ(P ;u) for two different turbulence intensities within the
wind speed bins 10.0±0.25m/s, 10.5±0.25m/s and 11.0±0.25m/s. The vertical lines depict the stable fixed points of the system
for I=0.05 (grey dash dotted) and I=0.15 (black dotted).
site-specific turbulence characteristics. The position of the
fixed points are not affected by the turbulence, whereas
for a higher turbulence intensity, the fixed point at rated
power can be detected already for lower wind speed values.
The LPC matches the steady states of the wind turbine
for both investigated turbulence intensities. Because of
the higher variety of wind and power fluctuations, more
turbulent data can give additional information, especially
about the response dynamics in the transition range to
full load. The corresponding drift functions and potentials
provide a deeper insight into the control strategy of the
wind turbine. Fixed points as well as critical points
of the conversion process can be identified. Hence, the
estimated LPC gives a compact representation of the
power performance of the entire WEC.
C. Condition monitoring
Malfunctions or faulty inflow conditions spoil the con-
version dynamics of a wind turbine and lead to modifi-
cations in the relation of wind speed and power output.
It has been demonstrated that the LPC represents the
power performance of the entire WEC; thus, it should be
possible to detect deviations from the normal operation
in detail. Therefore, it is an obvious approach to transfer
the Langevin method to the condition monitoring of wind
turbines. The idea of power performance monitoring is
to compute an initial LPC under normal operating con-
ditions serving as a reference power curve. Deviations
from this reference denote a failure in the extraction pro-
cess [14]. In this section, we show that the method works
quite well and detects failures in the conversion process
very fast. Two different failure scenarios are presented:
a malfunction due to a pitch failure, which leads to an
increased power production, and power loss due to a yaw
error (faulty inflow condition). The first reference LPC
is data set data5, and the second is data15. In order
to generate a power curve containing the malfunction,
the simulated failure files are added to the reference files,
and the cumulated LPC PLF (u) is calculated with the
same settings as the reference LPC PL. Regarding the
analysis, it makes no difference if the error occurs con-
tinuously or intermittently during the time of operation.
All deviations from the reference LPC are driven by the
joined failure durations in the cumulated LPC. We will
see that each failure has an indicating fingerprint and
can be identified by the described procedure. Further-
more it becomes clear that the method is not restricted
to a certain turbulence intensity. In the following figures,
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the reference LPC is always displayed in black, and the
cumulated LPC containing the failure in grey.
1. Pitch failure
In this first example, we show an error of the pitch
system during operation, which leads to an increased
power output above rated wind speed. The LPC PL(u)
with the turbulence intensity I=0.05 and 10Hz sampling
rate from Figure 4(a) is taken as reference. This low
turbulence intensity is characteristic for offshore or near-
shore sites. For each wind speed, data files of 10 and
60min duration have been generated containing a pitch
error. This corresponds to a failure ratio of 3.2% and
19.2% in the merged data sets. The pitch error is reflected
by a fixed pitch angle for all three blades. More precisely,
the same initial angle applies for each wind speed as in
the partial load range. Thus, the WEC is not regulated
to rated power, and the power output is continuously
increasing. Under normal operating conditions such an
extreme increase of the power output would be avoided
with a shut down initiated by the control or safety system.
However, in particular for an intermittent occurrence of
the failure for the power output around rated wind speed,
such a pitch failure would not automatically lead to a shut
down as the operating parameters of the wind turbine are
within their normal limits. Furthermore, the occasional
exceedance of operating limits for short time periods,
like several seconds, will not necessarily cause significant
changes in the monitored mean values of the operating
parameters.
Figure 11 shows the LPC (grey dots with error bars)
including different pitch failure durations together with
the reference LPC (black crosses). In Figure 11(a), the
results for a 10min failure period per wind speed bin
are shown; in Figure 11(b), those for six times longer
failure periods are shown. Additionally, the results for
the reference IEC power curve (black line) and the one
including the failure (grey dashed line) are displayed.
Because of the short-time occurrence of the pitch failure,
there is merely a marginal increase in the IEC curve
for the wind speeds above 11m/s [Figure 11(a)]. This
increase becomes more pronounced for a longer duration
of the pitch failure. However, as the IEC power curve is
an average of all values for one wind speed bin, its shape
is changing slowly. Just in the case the new dynamics has
a sufficient portion in the data accumulation, the mean
value varies significantly [Figure 11(b)]. In contrast to this,
the LPC develops immediately new fixed points above
rated wind speed. The doubled fixed points quantify
the exact deviation from the reference case and are not
affected by any averaging effects. For a longer duration of
the failure, the additional fixed points of the LPC become
more definite, and the error bars decrease. Below rated
power, the response dynamics of the added failure files
coincides as expected with the reference case, and the
fixed points of PLF (u) remain unchanged in the range
from 6 to 10m/s.
Next, we consider the corresponding potentials. Be-
low rated power, the potentials remain unchanged [Fig-
ure 12(a)]. Above rated power, the potentials deviate
from the reference and become bistable. As shown in
Figure 12(b), in addition to the previous minimum, a
second one develops immediately after the occurrence of
the failure. In each chart, the black dots mark the undis-
turbed reference potential, and the grey dots the potential
including the failure. In (b.1) only the potential Φ(P ) of
the reference case is given (black dots). The other two
subfigures show the reference potential together with the
newly developed potentials (grey dots). The reference po-
tential has one minimum at 1498 kW, which is the stable
fixed point of this wind speed bin [Figure 11(a)]. With
10min pitch failure, the potential becomes bistable. An
additional minimum occurs at 1634 kW with a small bar-
rier between both stable states, where an unstable fixed
point is located. For 60min pitch failure, the additional
minimum and the accompanied bistability become more
pronounced. The system has now two separated stable
fixed points at 1499 and 1667 kW. With an increasing
amount of data, i.e. longer duration of the failure, the
additional valley becomes deeper, and the position of the
fixed point will slightly change. It is important to note
that the additional fixed point can be identified clearly
for both cases. The depth of the additional minimum
may be taken as a signature of the importance.
2. Yaw error
As second example, we consider a yaw error in the range
of partial load. In cold climate or because of mechanical
failures, it may occur that the measurement equipment
of the wind turbine does not operate faultlessly. In this
case, a yaw error can occur because of a malfunction of
the wind direction measurement device. Here, we simu-
late a yaw error of 43◦in the range of 8m/s, whereas the
measurement of the magnitude of wind speed is working
properly. With such an inflow, the machine is not op-
erating under optimal aerodynamic conditions, and the
power output will decrease. In the ideal uniform case of
our wind turbine model, the simulated yaw error causes
a change in the power output from 550.7 kW to 220.7 kW
for an inflow of 8m/s. Thus, the power is decreasing
by around 60%. The LPC PL(u) with a turbulence in-
tensity of I=0.15 and 10Hz sampling rate is taken as
reference [see Figure 9(b)]. This turbulence intensity is
a common value for onshore sites with moderate terrain.
The analysis is carried out similar to the former example
with the difference that we consider only additional yaw
failure files in the region around 8m/s. The failure files
were generated for the mean wind speeds u¯=7.5, 8.0 and
8.5m/s. As in the example before, files with failure of 10
and 90min durations are generated for each wind speed
for our LPC analysis. This corresponds to a failure ratio
of 1.6% and 14% in the merged data sets.
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FIG. 11. Comparison of the reference LPC PL (black crosses) of data5 with the LPC PLF (grey dots) of the partly disturbed
conversion process due to an added pitch failure lasting (a) 10min and (b) 60min, that is 3.2% or 19.2% of the running time per
wind speed bin, respectively. Error bars are shown for PLF . The corresponding IEC power curves are shown for both cases, as
grey-dashed line for the failure and as black solid line for the reference case.
(a.1) (a.2) (a.3)
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FIG. 12. Potentials Φ(P ;u) within the wind speed bins (a) u=8.0±0.25m/s and (b) u=11.5±0.25m/s for (.1) the reference
case (black), (.2) the reference case together with 10min pitch error per wind speed bin (grey) and (.3) 60min pitch error per
wind speed bin (grey). The vertical lines are displaying the position of the fixed points at (a) 560 kW and (b): (b.1) 1498 kW;
(b.2) 1498 and 1634 kW; (b.3) 1498 and 1667 kW.
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Figure 13 shows the LPCs of the reference case data15
(black crosses) together with the merged data sets of the
yaw failure LPC PLF (grey dots). It can be seen clearly in
Figure 13(a) that the IEC power curves are not affected
by the short-time malfunction. Thus, only one 10min
failure per mean wind speed bin cannot be grasped by
the IEC curve. For a longer duration of the error, the
IEC power curve is slightly reduced in the range of the
corresponding wind speed bins [Figure 13(b)]. Neither all
affected wind speeds nor the size of the deviations can
be analysed correctly by the IEC power curves. In this
respect again, the Langevin approach shows a different
behaviour in comparison to the IEC curve. During the
short failure duration, the fixed points of the LPC PLF
remain unaffected. After a longer duration of the failure,
additional fixed points emerge at the failure-related wind
speed bins.
In order to obtain a better understanding why the LPC
curves do not always show indications of the failures, we
analyse the findings of the LPC in more detail by the
use of the drift functions. In Figure 14, the evolution of
the drift functions and the potentials are displayed for
the wind speed bin 8±0.25m/s. As we have not found
clear signatures of the failures in the LPC, we analyse
here the drift functions and the potentials for failure
durations of 10, 60 and, additionally, 90min. Whereas
the potentials show only minor changes in their shape for
these failure cases, we see pronounced modifications in the
drift functions. Already for the 10min failure case, we find
a significant change in the drift function for values below
400 kW. This change indicates the tendency to build up a
new crossing of the drift function with the zero line; i.e.
the system shows the tendency to build up a new fixed
point. As the failure time increases, the emergence of the
new stable fixed point at about 220 kW is confirmed. A
closer look on the potential also confirms the multistability
for the case of longer failure durations. Additionally, we
have examined failure cases with a smaller error angle in
the yaw system. In such situations, double fixed points
needed a longer time period to emerge. Nevertheless, in
any case, deformations in the drift functions are found at
an early stage and, however, before pronounced double
fixed points are displayed in the LPC.
Based on the results and discussions of the previous
sections, it becomes clear that it is important to have
a good understanding of the quality of the determined
coefficients and their interpretations. We find here that
the drift functions are the important quantity to look
at,to see how a yaw error slowly emerges. For our case, a
malfunction is indicated after 10min and can be detected
clearly after 90min.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The Langevin approach estimates the stationary states
or fixed points by extracting the actual deterministic dy-
namics of the wind turbine. Stochastic influences are han-
dled as noise and separated from this information. Thus,
we obtain a power characteristic that is representative for
a specific wind turbine but independent of site-specific
parameters. Beyond the stationary states of the process,
i.e. the LPC, it provides the complete drift characteristic
and therewith additional relevant information about the
short-time dynamics of the WEC. Just for this reason,
the dynamical method is of another type than the IEC
standard and cannot replace it without further adjust-
ment. Instead of mean values, we estimate fixed points,
which has essential implications on the application of the
resulting power curves [2].
In this paper, we summarized the Langevin approach
and gave an introduction of how to obtain a reliable LPC
from numerical wind turbines models. We found out that
high frequent wind speed and power output data with a
sampling rate of at least 1Hz are in general usable for
the estimation of an LPC. Dependent on the intrinsic
response dynamics of the considered wind turbine, it is
necessary to use a higher sampling rate to gain detailed
information. For our wind turbine model, the use of 10Hz
data is of clear advantage. For a different type of wind
turbine, corresponding analyses have to be performed in
order to find the appropriate sampling rate. In general,
faster control systems require faster sampling rates.
At present, it is customary to arrange the wind speed
and power bins side to side over the whole range of data
sets. With this procedure, an estimated fixed point is
reliable if the calculated drift function is based on at least
600 data points within each power bin. That means a
higher quantity of simulated data sets is required for more
turbulent data as the power output is more spread and
the drift field is broader distributed. A possibility for
the reduction of the total quantity of data is the use of
overlapping bins. The precise effect on the data quantity
is the basis of further investigations.
Here, we followed the common procedure and generated
a sufficient quantity of data according to the reliability re-
quirement. Therewith, we derived successfully the power
characteristics of a numerical 1.5MW wind turbine model,
following the IEC standard as well as the novel Langevin
approach. The estimated LPC gives a compact repre-
sentation of the power performance of the entire WEC.
We showed that the estimated fixed points of the LPC
reflect the steady states of the wind turbine and that they
can give detailed information about the control strategy
of the wind turbine. This is an important additional
information to the IEC power curve. We have shown
that the data for meaningful LPCs of field measurements
can be received from ultrasonic or cup anemometers as
long as the sampling rate is sufficient. In general, LIDAR
data are also usable, but because of the spatial averaging
during the measurements, the estimated LPCs could only
display an averaged power output. The respective quality
of the LPC depends on the specific averaging method
of the LIDAR and the response time of the considered
control system. With our LIDAR-like inflow, it is possible
to display the steady states of the WP1.5 wind turbine
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(a) (b)
FIG. 13. Comparison of the reference LPC PL (black dots) of data15 with the LPC PLF (grey dots) of the partly disturbed
conversion process due to a yaw error lasting (a) 10min and (b) 90min per mean wind speed u¯=7.5, 8.0, 8.5m/s, respectively.
The displayed error bars are given for PLF . The IEC power curves are calculated for both cases and shown as lines: dashed grey
for the failure PIECF and solid black for the reference case PIEC .
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
FIG. 14. (a) Drift functions D(1)(P ;u) and (b) potentials Φ(P ;u) within the wind speed bin 8.0±0.25m/s for the reference
case (black) together with (.1) 10min, (.2) 60min and (.3) 90min yaw errors (grey) within the considered wind speed bin. The
vertical lines show the position of the fixed points at (b.1) 572.1 kW; (b.2) 230.5 and 572.1 kW; (b.3) 222.5 and 572.1 kW.
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and to estimate the fixed points without the strong un-
derestimation of the power output in the range of rated
power, which is typical for the IEC method.
The IEC power curve is strongly affected by the wind
conditions during the measurement. Especially for a high
turbulence intensity, the results deviate significantly from
the steady states of the wind turbine. Observing such
deviations in the IEC power curve of a real turbine may
raise the question of the causes. Is this a malfunction
of the turbine or just a consequence of the changed tur-
bulence intensity? For estimated LPCs, a clear answer
can be obtained. Our investigations with the detailed
numerical wind turbine model affirm the independence of
the LPC on the site-specific turbulence characteristics. If
the LPC matches the steady states of the wind turbine
independently from the turbulence intensities, we can con-
clude that turbine is still operating correctly. It is worth
mentioning that the conditioned Langevin method even
works better with more noise as we have more dynamics
and can obtain more information about the system.
Once the characteristics of a wind turbine are described
by the LPC, deviations of the wind turbines performance
are easily detectable. The LPC is able to detect anoma-
lies in the response dynamics over the full range of wind
speeds, no matter if the wind turbine is operating un-
der partial or full load. In most cases, a deviation from
the normal operating condition of a wind turbine will
cause immediately severe changes in the affected drift
function, what is also seen in the deformation of the cor-
responding potentials. After some time, additional fixed
points emerge because of the changed response dynamics.
In terms of dynamical systems, the method allows the
forecasting of emerging bifurcations leading to new fixed
points. The additional fixed points display exactly the
affected wind speed and the qualitative change in the
power output. We have presented examples of increased
and decreased power output cases due to a failure of the
control system, which should limit the power output to
the rated power or which should keep the turbine in an
optimal operating state. In comparison to the IEC power
curve, we have given evidence that the Langevin approach
detects the deviations earlier and more specifically. The
use of high frequency noisy data will result in an informa-
tion gain. The locality of the Langevin method in phase
space (u-P space) will allow to pin down anomalies to
their corresponding velocity and power values, which is
helpful for the search of the underlying cause. Important
to note is that it is also possible to extend the Langevin
analysis by conditioning on further quantities.
The accuracy of the LPC is a local quantity and may
change if faults emerge. As we have shown, the accuracy
can be estimated by the data analysis itself. Thus, it
may become necessary to adapt sampling rate and/or the
amount of collected data to achieve a desired precision.
This paper shows that the Langevin approach repre-
sents a powerful tool with a broad variety of applications.
It can be used to quantify and validate also numerical
wind turbine models and characterize their dynamics.
Because of the high sensibility of the LPC to changes in
the response dynamics, the Langevin approach is usable
for the characterization and to support the condition
monitoring of wind turbines. The presented results
show evidence that the LPC should also be able to
detect systematic errors, e.g. in the measurement set-up.
However, in order to apply our results from numerical
modelling on real data, more work has to be performed
regarding the sensitivity of the LPC. It is essential to
distinguish between the uncertainties of the fixed points
and small deviations due to failures in the system. This
should be a topic of further research.
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